Late in 1962, a West Berlin correspondent of Wernher von Braun (1912-1977), the world-famous Director of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, sent him a series of hostile articles that had just appeared in East Germany. They turned out to be excerpts from the forthcoming book Geheimnis von Huntsville: Die wahre Karriere des Raketenbarons Wernher von Braun (Secret of Huntsville: The True Career of Rocket Baron Wernher von Braun).° Written by a popular East-German author of non-fiction spy books, Julius Mader (1928-2000), Geheimnis heralded a Soviet-bloc attempt to destroy von Braun’s reputation by unmasking the depths of his involvement with the Nazi regime, the SS and its concentration camps. Von Braun had certainly been a tempting target for communist press attacks – the United States’ leading rocket specialist was an ex-Nazi who led the development of one of Hitler’s terror weapons, the V-2 ballistic missile, before changing sides literally overnight at the end of the war. But little effort had been expended in the Warsaw Pact in uncovering and propagating the details of his service to the National Socialist regime. Mader threatened to change all that.°

It is well to remember how famous and popular Wernher von Braun was at the time, especially in the United States and West Germany. Already well known in the mid-1950s because of his efforts to sell spaceflight through books, magazine articles and appearances on Walt Disney’s TV program, he became the vindicated prophet of astronautics after the Soviets orbited Sputnik on 4 October 1957. Less than four months later he ascended to the status of national hero in those two countries after his US Army team launched the first American satellite. Several Hollywood studios immediately wanted to make a “biopic” about him; the winner, Columbia Pictures, took over an already existing West German project, leading to the co-produced I Aim at the Stars. It premiered in Munich in August 1960, sparking protest over his connections to the Nazis and to nuclear weapons. Ultimately the movie bombed at the box office, at least in the United States, because it was so mediocre. But judging by the ongoing hero-worship in the America and West-German press in the 1960s, not to mention that of less-friendly countries like France, I Aim had little lasting impact on his role as an icon of the Cold War Space Race against the Soviet Union (Plate 5).³

During the 1950s, von Braun, his associates and the US government had largely neutralized his Nazi problem through a selective use of history and through a conspiracy of silence about his SS officer status and the V-2 program’s extensive abuse of concentration camp labor. Those were certainly two things that Mader tried to expose; his book became a big seller throughout the Warsaw Pact. Geheimnis von Huntsville went on to spawn a major East German motion picture, which opened in spring 1967 with the otherwise unnamed ‘Rocket Baron’ (von Braun was in fact a Prussian baron) as one of the central villains. Several months later, a West-German court opened a trial of three SS men from the Mittelbau-Dora concentration camp, which supplied the labor to the underground V-2 plant. Although this proceeding was not about von Braun, the East-German co-counsel ultimately succeeded in having him called as a witness, presumably with the primary intent of embarrassing him. That marked the third East German attempt to undermine the rocket engineer.

Yet these attacks ultimately failed to make much of an impression on von Braun’s reputation in the West. Major contributing factors appear to be: first, the relatively small resources East Germany invested in this effort compared to campaigns against West-German politicians; second, the primary focus on shaping East-bloc opinion rather than Western attitudes; third, the bitter German division, which built a high wall in the West against East-German propaganda; fourth, fear of lawsuits, which hindered export of the movie to the West, and perhaps also the book; fifth, the US government’s successful classification of damaging documents and their unavailability to the East-German secret police; and, sixth, the great value Western governments and the media placed upon von Braun because of his Space Race role. As a result, the Mittelbau-Dora camp and his SS membership remained largely unknown, especially in America, until the US declassification of damaging information about the German rocketeers in 1984. The East-German assault on von Braun thus ironically only reinforced the incompatible discourses about him and the Nazi rocket program on either side of the Cold War divide.

Because of his Third Reich past, von Braun remained a contested figure even in the West, but on quite different terms than in the East, where he was vilified as a Nazi war criminal.³

I Julius Mader’s attack on von Braun

By the time Mader published his article series in 1962 in the organ of the East German communist youth group, he had become a covert officer in the Ministry of State Security (the Ministerium für Staatssicherheit or MfS), the secret-police and foreign-intelligence agency colloquially known as the ‘Stasi.’ Thus a key question about Mader’s book is whether it was the opening round in an East German state campaign against von Braun. In the sense that everything Mader did was an official action, as he needed approval from his Stasi superiors and all his publications, who were owned by the state, the ruling party, or its organs, certainly yes. But it may also be possible that Mader as a successful author possessed significant autonomy to choose the subject of his works and that he campaigned without...
extensive support. Unfortunately, the Stasi files about Mader, at least those discovered so far, are just too thin to be much help in deciding the degree to which the anti-von Braun initiative was suggested by his superiors and pushed by them beyond supporting the research for his book. 6

Born in 1928 into a lower middle-class German family in Czechoslovakia, Mader had been a junior Hitler Youth leader. Departing the Sudetenland immediately after the end of the war, together with so many other expellees, he had helped organize an "anti-fascist front" in a Saxton town and had joined the new liberal party in the Soviet occupation zone at age 18. That party was soon forced into a National Front dominated by the Socialist Unity Party of Germany (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands or SED), as the Communist Party renamed itself in 1946 after it absorbed the Social Democrats in the East. But Mader left the liberals after a year and did not join the SED until 1961. His career track leaves the impression of an opportunist, but he steadily rose as economic administrator and then as a journalist and editor for economic organizations, as well as a trade union leader in the Deutsche Demokratische Republik (DDR) formed in October 1949. By 1960, his activist record and propagandistic publications left the impression that he had become a true believer.

Mader's connection to the Stasi arose from his research for his 1959 anti-CIA book *Alien Gangster in Aktion* - Allen being Director of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles (1893-1969). The British intelligence historian Paul Maddrell rates it as part of the Stasi propaganda campaign connected to Soviet leader Nikita Khruushchev's attempt to pressure the Western Allies out of West Berlin in 1958-59. Mader's cooperation with the Stasi began in 1958 when the ministry heard he was working on the book. The Stasi took him on board as a paid covert collaborator (inoffizieller Mitarbeiter or IM) of the Agitation Section as of 1 January 1960, allowing him to quit his editor's job and pose as a freelance journalist. He followed that book with *Die graue Hand* (The Grey Hand) in 1960, an attack on the West German intelligence service as a nest of Nazis which included the book's intended victim.

In a late 1961 evaluation of Mader leading to his appointment as an officer, two section chiefs praised him highly for his contributions to 'MfS-organized agitation campaigns unmasking enemy plans and attempts at provocation, unmasking enemy secret services.' On 21 April 1962, Mader was sworn in as a captain, with the designation 'officer in special service' (OibE) or OibE) of the Agitation Section. He maintained his independent office and front as a journalist and editor for economic organizations, as well as a trade union leader in the Deutsche Demokratische Republik (DDR) formed in October 1949. By 1960, his activist record and propagandistic publications left the impression that he had become a true believer.

Mader's connection to the Stasi arose from his research for his 1959 anti-CIA book *Alien Gangster in Aktion* - Allen being Director of Central Intelligence Allen Dulles (1893-1969). The British intelligence historian Paul Maddrell rates it as part of the Stasi propaganda campaign connected to Soviet leader Nikita Khruushchev's attempt to pressure the Western Allies out of West Berlin in 1958-59. Mader's cooperation with the Stasi began in 1958 when the ministry heard he was working on the book. The Stasi took him on board as a paid covert collaborator (inoffizieller Mitarbeiter or IM) of the Agitation Section as of 1 January 1960, allowing him to quit his editor's job and pose as a freelance journalist. He followed that book with *Die graue Hand* (The Grey Hand) in 1960, an attack on the West German intelligence service as a nest of Nazis which included the book's intended victim.

In a late 1961 evaluation of Mader leading to his appointment as an officer, two section chiefs praised him highly for his contributions to 'MfS-organized agitation campaigns unmasking enemy plans and attempts at provocation, unmasking enemy secret services.' On 21 April 1962, Mader was sworn in as a captain, with the designation 'officer in special service' (OibE) or OibE) of the Agitation Section. He maintained his independent office and front as a journalist. The origin of Mader's decision (or that of his superiors) to go after von Braun is unknown, but it seems likely to have been stimulated by *I Am at the Stars*, which was released in West Germany in a dubbed version, *Wernher von Braun: Ich greife nach den Sternen*, in fall 1960. The first trace of Mader's researches is a letter he wrote to von Braun in Huntsville in July 1961, under the pretext of researching an article on Otto Skorzeny (1908-1975), an infamous SS commando, including his alleged connection to the manned version of the V-1 cruise missile. Von Braun could assert that he had no responsibility for that project and directed him to the Western biographical and V-2 literature then available in English and German. By the fall, it was clear that Mader was researching him and his family, as von Braun exchanged letters with his father over the Mader missives both had received. When Wernher von Braun advised no further correspondence because 'one never knows with these chaps what's behind it all.' 8

Von Braun finally found out when Mader's articles arrived in Huntsville in late 1962. He described them to his West Berlin correspondent as 'lies, fabrications and grotesque distortions [...] in part skillfully linked to facts.' He had a point. The book (like the excerpts that preceded it) had two openings. First, a preface describing Huntsville, based on West German newspaper articles, which emphasized von Braun's secluded personal life and the protective attitude that the city took toward him. It included false details like rockets launching from the Army and NASA area - an impossibility given the local geography - because Mader had no chance to visit the place, and simply made things up. More egregious was the prologue, a completely invented scene of a summer 1931 meeting with key members of German Army Ordnance at von Braun parents' country house in the Silesian hills of eastern Germany (now Poland). Mader used it to underline the engineer's roots in the reactionary Prussian aristocracy and army officer corps. Out of this meeting allegedly came the then-university student's work for the army on rockets as weapons; in fact it would be another year before von Braun had any serious contact with Ordnance. 10

Several less fictional, but equally heavy-handed sections of the book betray its often crude, propagandistic character. With access to the Humboldt University archive in East Berlin, Mader was able to use von Braun's doctoral dissertation, which looked like the army forced the university to give the rocket engineer a physics degree without proper review or qualifications. In another case, Mader depicted the exclusion of Hermann Oberth (1894-1989) and Rudolf Nebel (1894-1978), two rocket pioneers in the Weimar Republic, from active participation in the army program as persecution of the real pioneers of the technology. The fact that both were ill suited to a serious rocket-engineering program and extreme right-wingers sympathetic to the Nazis were facts that Mader probably knew, but left out in the interests of propaganda. A final, particularly egregious example: late in the book, Mader depicts engineers Klaus Riedel (1907-1944) and Helmut Gröntrup (1916-1981) (the latter the eventual leader of the German rocket group that went to the Soviet Union) as persecuted too, notably in the case of their brief arrest by the Gestapo in March 1944. Yet nowhere does he mention that von Braun was arrested with them. 11

Still, there was enough dynamite in Mader's work to make it potentially devastating to von Braun's career. From the Stasi's Nazi files used to investigate, blackmail or embarrass individuals in East and West, Mader received a couple of documents about Wernher von Braun's SS memberships. He had the enrollment sheet (pictured in the book) that showed that the engineer joined the SS-Reitersturm (riding unit) in Berlin on 1 November 1933, while a student at the university (and secretly working for the army on rockets). An SS officer list from the Second World War showed von Braun's promotion to Sturmabführer (major)
in June 1943. Lacking the SS officer record that had fallen into American hands and been classified, plus the secret declarations that von Braun had made to the US Army in 1946-47, which showed that he quit the Reitersturm in mid-1934 and only rejoined the SS in spring 1940 under indirect pressure from military commander Heinrich Himmler (1900-1945). Mader was able to depict von Braun as a committed SS man throughout almost the whole history of the Third Reich. Even if one did not accept that reading of the evidence, the mere fact that he had been an SS officer was a revelation, as it was essentially unknown to anyone except his German colleagues and the US officials who had been his superiors or who had worked on his case. Thanks to a shared desire to protect von Braun, no one talked about it, and he certainly was not foolish enough to mention it.

Equally potentially damaging was Mader's discussion of the scandal of concentration camp labor in the V-2 program, most notably at the underground Mittelwerk rocket factory near Nordhausen and its associated Mittelbau-Dora camp. Although the survivors of that place had certainly not forgotten the beatings, the hangings and the hellish conditions that led to the deaths of thousands of prisoners, in less than two decades after the war the camp had been virtually written out of history, especially in the West. All the memoirs of the key participants in the program like von Braun and his military chief, General Walter Dornberger (1895-1980), either barely mentioned the place or completely ignored it. Western journalists followed their lead, basically because they knew little about the V-2 story, but they also were motivated to protect the rocketeers who were now Cold War assets. So Mader's account was potentially a revelation, even if it was freighted with communist rhetoric. As specific evidence against von Braun, Mader produced the affidavits of two prominent East-European survivors, who swore that they saw him in the tunnels, sometimes in a brown uniform, that he had to have walked by the piles of dead bodies at one tunnel entrance, and that he witnessed prisoner hangings in the tunnel using the overhead crane that lifted the rockets into position for testing. Most of these assertions are almost certainly untrue, but at a minimum, it was hard to deny that von Braun had been in the tunnels several times, had been in a responsible position, and was aware of the murderous conditions.

Thus Geheimnis von Huntsville, which finally appeared in June 1963, threatened to become von Braun's worst nightmare. On the dust jacket was an accurate drawing of him in a black SS-Sturmbannführer's uniform, skull and crossbones on his cap and the Knight's Cross around his neck that Hitler had awarded him in late 1944 (Figure 6.1). Von Braun decided to studiously Ignore Mader - a strategy he had already announced to his German correspondents in winter 1962-63. However, late in 1963, he was shaken enough by a letter from a German-American correspondent finally to bring it to the attention of his Washington bosses. Shortly before Christmas, NASA chief James Webb (1906-1992) wrote von Braun: "[Deputy Administrator Hugh] Dryden, [Associate Administrator Robert] Seamans, and I have discussed the subject matter of our conference on December 17th, namely, the series or articles and book published in East Germany by a communist writer which represent your activities in Germany in the past and now in the United States as militaristic and bloodthirsty." Von Braun had particularly sought his counsel regarding "the letter that you had received from Peter L. Krohn of Easton, Pennsylvania, referring to a radio broadcast repeating some of the East German allegations." The implication of Krohn's letter - that the story could break out in America - obviously disconcerted the rocket engineer. The NASA Administrator counseled him not to respond unless publicly questioned, in which case he was to answer that "everything related to my past activity in Germany [. . .] is well known to the US Government." He had become a citizen and therefore was 'not disposed
to enter into discussion of events of many years ago.' Webb thereby confirmed von Braun's no-comment policy.13

Von Braun and Webb must have breathed a sigh of relief in 1964, when the story went nowhere outside the Soviet bloc. A rare exception was a very short, unverifying and inaccurate Washington Post report in August that the official Moscow newspaper Izvestia had attacked him for the treatment of prisoners in an 'underground Nazi rocket base in Poland.' This assault was likely connected to the translation of Mader's work into Russian. For the United States and its Allies, and in much of the rest of the world, von Braun's heroic, quasi-official biography remained intact; indeed, several new books in the mid-1960s only reinforced it. The incompatibility of discourses about von Braun and the V-2 in East and West remained firmly in place, anchored by the competing ideologies and little effective two-way penetration of press and publications across the 'Iron Curtain.'14

Whatever the impact of Mader's book in the West, in the Warsaw Pact it was, like his earlier works, a major success. A Hungarian excerpt appeared in 1963, a full Czech edition in 1964, and the Soviets apparently printed 365,000 copies in Russian, 15,000 in Latvian and 10,000 in Ukrainian in 1965. His DDR publisher issued two more editions in 1965 and 1967. The last's jacket states that 438,000 copies had been issued by then (including the Soviet translations, apparently) and that excerpts had appeared in ten languages. We do not know how much Mader's propaganda shaped the opinions of ordinary people in the Soviet bloc—a very difficult thing to know in any case—but he had successfully created an alternate, communist history of von Braun and the V-2, one that survived the end of the Soviet empire.15

Clearly the Stasi and other party and state authorities supported Mader's research and the dissemination of his work, but does it deserve to be called an official campaign against von Braun? It is somewhat a matter of definition. The tactic of campaigning against individuals in the West by digging up damaging information about their Nazi pasts—with the exception of this case, almost exclusively prominent West Germans—took on a new form and dimension in the late 1950s, as the DDR not only worked in concert with Soviet objectives but also sought desperately to defend its legitimacy, notably to its own population.10

Mader's attacks on von Braun were clearly built on this model, but by comparison seem small-scale. Publishing, plus occasional opportunities to speak on East-bloc radio and television, were his only outlets. There is no indication that Norden or the party leadership took any interest in von Braun. Nor is there any indication of a serious attempt to penetrate Western, especially American, opinion about him. No English translation was ever published, unlike Mader's Who's Who in the CIA (1968), which gained some currency in the Third World. Historian Paul Maddrell concludes that Mader's 'writings were principally aimed at public opinion in the DDR and the rest of the Eastern Bloc.'16 Geheimnis was probably hard to obtain in the Federal Republic, as the barrier between East and West was then so complete. Fear of a von Braun lawsuit may have also blocked publication of the book in the West, since such considerations played out in the motion picture that was to come out of it. In short, Mader's attack was a significant success—but only in the Soviet bloc.

II Frozen Lightning

In the DDR, Geheimnis von Huntsville certainly stimulated new interest in the history of the V-2 and Mittelbau-Dora. By the end of 1963, Professor Walter Barte (1904–1992), chair for modern history at the Humboldt University and a communist leader in the underground resistance group at the Buchenwald concentration camp, formed a special student cooperative to begin studying the topic. The industrial dimensions of the rocket program and Dora seemed to allow ample opportunity to prove the Marxist-Leninist 'state monopoly capitalism' thesis that giant 'monopolies' (corporations) were the controlling interests in the Third Reich. Several pioneering, jargon-laden, theses and dissertations came out of that group in the late 1960s, at a time when no scholarly work appeared on the topic in West Germany. Mader's book probably also contributed to the creation of a small concentration camp memorial at the old camp site outside Nordhausen. It opened in 1964 and focused predictably on the heroes of the camp resistance led by the famous communist leader Albert Kuntz (1896–1945), while ignoring all politically incorrect dimensions of the story, such as the culpability of the local population or how much the Soviet rocket program had profited from occupying the underground V-2 plant next to the camp.20

But by far the most expensive by-product of Mader's book came out of the East German official film studio DEFA: a major motion picture about the V-2. The initiative came from the director, János Veiczi (1924–1987), and the screenwriter, Harry Thürk (1927–2005), of a recent smash hit in the DDR, For Eyes Only (original title in English). It was a film in the spirit of Mader's earlier and later work: it dramatized the 'worrying facts about the war preparations of the West German and American secret services' against the East. Looking for their next project, late in 1963 they found Mader's book and immediately saw its film potential. As a model they also had in mind the huge Second World War epics then appearing in
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Figure 6.2 Julius Mader's 1963 book provided the basis for a major East German film about the V-2. Die gefrorenen Blitze (Frozen Lightning), which was released in spring 1967.
Source: Courtesy of Bundesarchiv-Berlin, Die gefrorenen Blitze, Image 14498, and DEFA-Stiftung.

the West, like The Longest Day (1962). The name they hit on was one of Mader's chapter titles: Die gefrorenen Blitze (Frozen Lightning) - the name locals gave to the mysterious zigzag contrails that appeared in the sky after the first V-2 launches from the Baltic-coast rocket center of Peenemünde (Figure 6.2).21

A fundamental question from the outset for the two, and for DEFA's Dramaturge for this project, Dieter Wolf, was how central would be the objective of 'smashing the myth of the fascist rocket baron.'22 A handwritten concept document from winter 1963-64, probably in the handwriting of Veiczi (a Hungarian who had been a forced laborer in Nazi Germany), calls von Braun a 'key figure in special weapons production for Hitler's Germany, who today as a US citizen continues his devilish and self-willed task with undiminished energy'; that is, the development of rockets as weapons of mass destruction. The proposed movie would be 'the counter-film' to Wernher von Braun: Ich greife nach den Sternen. But a purely negative movie did not make a credible concept, nor did it serve the ideological purposes of the SED. Wolf's February 1964 position paper stated rather that '[ou]r theme is the international resistance fight against a weapon of mass annihilation.' Through a series of dramatic links the film would implant 'the basic concept of international solidarity in the antifascist liberation struggle.' Pick­
ing episodes from Mader, that meant scenes of resistance activities in Germany, France and Poland, British intelligence' discovery of the V-weapons, and ultimately, sabotage in the underground plant by prisoners led by Kuntz, ending in their martyrdom.23

Still, von Braun was central to the first draft script completed in June 1964. Their picture of him in many ways inverted reality - although I suspect that Veiczi, Thilrk and Wolf, good communists all, actually believed that picture to be true from their reading of Mader, Ruth Kraft's successful DDR novel about Peenemünde, Insel ohne Leuchtfeuer (Island Without a Lighthouse), and whatever else came to hand. Central to the plot was the relationship between von Braun and a fictional Dr Grunwald, who dreams of spaceflight and is apolitical at the outset. Von Braun (who in real life was the space-travel obsessive) attracts him to Peenemünde early in the war to work on engines, but tells him, 'somewhat bemused' by his interest in spaceflight: 'In order to prevent misunderstandings: here in Peenemünde our objective is the development of a weapon. And we need it before the war is over.' If they got their rocket, 'there won't be any more enemies' - then they could go into space. Several pages later von Braun waxes enthusiastic about the potential annihilation of London: on screen, the cratered moon morphs into the cratered moonscape of the British capital - a scene soon discarded.24

As the war progresses, Grunwald gradually becomes more and more disillusioned, eventually secretly cooperating with the prisoner resistance in the Mittelwerk. Von Braun, on the other hand, is comfortable with concentration camp labor and is chummy with the SS leadership. The arrest of Großtrup, Riedel and von Braun in real life becomes the arrest of Grunwald in the film because he will not watch the hanging of prisoners from the overhead crane, and von Braun, who does watch, is the one who gets him out because he is useful, telling the SS that he is a 'dreamer.' In fact Großtrup - because he led the German group in the USSR - was the film-makers' heroic model for Grunwald. In contrast, the filmic von Braun is shown at Los Alamos in the closing scene watching a movie of the first A-bomb test, and is practically rubbing his hands with glee at the prospect of putting nuclear warheads on his missiles.25

As the film evolved, the fundamental characterizations of von Braun and Grunwald did not change much, but the film-makers dropped von Braun's name from the script, as well as that of his diplomat brother Sigismund, who played a subsidiary part in the (fictional) secret negotiations to bring Wernher over to the Americans. Wernher von Braun instead became 'the Doctor,' and in the final version 'the Rocket Baron,' although his true identity was transparent. The reason was the desire to export the film to offset its great expense, combined with a fear of a libel lawsuit by the von Braun family. On 10 June 1965, Veiczi and Wolf met
with the famous East German lawyer, Friedrich Karl Kaul (1906-1981), who acted as co-counsel and representative of East-bloc plaintiffs in West German war crimes trials. He advised the film-makers that the chances of a suit in the West were zero, but that in the West there had been precedents created by other DEFA films. They people and put in a disclaimer about all characters being fictional. So they did the latter.28

By 1966-66, the film-makers' ambition to make a Second World War antifascist epic issued into rapidly escalating costs and delays, causing controversy inside the DEFA. There were technically demanding sets and special effects needed to show rocket development, V-2 launches at Peenemünde and missile production in the underground plant, plus scenes to be filmed in English, French, Polish roles. There were over 100 speaking parts. Extensive support was needed from East German and Polish Institutions and the Soviet Army in the DDR.27

There was also pressure from several quarters to increase the antifascist dimension of the film. In late 1964, Bartel's students studying the Dora camp met Velczi and Wolf and criticized the first script as not being appropriate to the 'honour and the reputation of the resistance fighters.' Among other things they reacted prudishly to sex scenes, including one set in a bordello, Veiczi was furious. In 1965 a prominent Polish documentary-maker more substantively argued that the script pose did not make for a very good movie. The pressure continued to the very end, when the Ministry of Culture's review committee asked the film-makers, shortly before release of Die gefrorenen Blitze in spring 1967, to add even more documentary footage featuring the Soviet Army in the Second World War in the interludes between scenes.28

The result was a film that cost 5.1 million DDR marks — one of the most expensive films ever made in that country. It ran for three hours, including an intermission, was loosely structured and sometimes hard to follow. Several scenes were brilliantly realized, however, and it remains the best feature film ever made on the V-2 program, although given competition like I Aim at the Stars, that is not saying much. When it premiered in East Berlin on 13 April 1967, the East German press greeted it with significant coverage and restrained enthusiasm. By mid-August, it had sold over 632,000 tickets in the DDR (a country of only 17 million people) and several Soviet bloc allies bought film rights. Still, it appears likely that it lost a lot of money.29

One reason was the failure to export much to the West, largely because the anti-von Braun theme again came back to haunt the film-makers. Late in editing Die gefrorenen Blitze, as they struggled to finish it and rationalize its form to DEFA review bodies, Velczi, Thürk and Wolf again played up the movie's value in undermining the 'myth' (Legende) surrounding Werner von Braun — as did some press articles after its appearance. Dramaturge Wolf indignant an opinion survey among West German youth, who rated von Braun as a hero and role model on a par with Albert Schweitzer, the sainted Swiss missionary doctor in Africa, no doubt because West Germany's press continued to run fawning profiles of the rocket engineer. But when the East German Ministry of Culture sent it for legal review regarding Western export, the lawyer again noted the dangers of a lawsuit by the von Brauns, particularly in West Germany; eliminating their names from the movie had apparently not been enough. He could only justify it if 'professional historians confirm the predominantly historically correct presentation in the film of events around Werner von Braun.' Not willing to take the risk of losing precious hard currency fighting a legal action, the ministry banned export of the film to the Federal Republic, which cast a pall over attempts to sell it elsewhere in the West.30

There is a curious postscript to this story. Two years later, the DEFA did manage to convince French state television to buy the rights, but that led to an incident when the network, to protect itself, showed it to the new West German ambassador to France — who happened to be Sigismund von Braun. He naturally objected to several scenes, including the entirely fictional ones involving him, and sent notes about the movie to his brother. The network cancelled the broadcast scheduled for March 1969. After a press controversy, the Paraffrance film company did run the re-titled film in its 40 cinemas following a prestigious Paris première, but only when DEFA made a bowdlerized version. Dieter Wolf, in a July 1969 critique, noted that the shortened version was technically accurate, tighter and more suspenseful, but politically gutted: 'Episodically only an anonymous chief of the rocket project turns up, one who is, however, not politically engaged, but apparently only fulfills orders. He no longer takes part in the liquidation of prisoners in concentration camp Dora, and his presence at Führer headquarters and his decoration [by Hitler] are suppressed. All disagreements between him and the humanistic scientist Grunwald have been cut, as was the closing scene of von Braun in Los Alamos. Moreover, the communist resistance role was drastically diminished through other cuts. Effectively Die gefrorenen Blitze became 'two completely different movies' in Eastern and Western Europe, the Western one stripped of its anti-von Braun content. That further guaranteed that, just like the Mader book, it would have very little influence on his reputation in the West.31

III The Dora trial in Essen

Just as DEFA was preparing the film's première in spring 1967, DDR 'star attorney' Kaul geared up for a new trial — the first one in nearly two decades on the Mittelbau-Dora camp. After multi-year preliminary investigations typical of West German trials, leading to sometimes justified DDR complaints about the slowness and inadequacy of the Western judicial response to Nazi crimes, prosecutors in the Ruhr industrial city of Essen filed charges against three Individuals: Helmut Bischoff (1908-1993), an SS and Gestapo officer and chief of security for the V-2 program; Ernst Sander (1916-1990), an SS sergeant in the Gestapo under Bischoff; and Erwin Basta (1905-1982), a camp guard infamous at Dora as 'Stollenbruch' (the 'terror of the tunnels'). Kaul failed to get appointed to the trial as prosecuting co-counsel (Nebenkliäger) for the family of the martyred Albert Kuntz, as he could not produce specific evidence that any of the accused were involved, but soon
reached that position on behalf of East-bloc survivors who became plaintiffs. As always, Kaul coordinated his activity through the SED leadership, with the primary objective of fighting another battle for the recognition of the DDR, which the West formally did not acknowledge. There were ideological objectives as well: effectively supporting the struggle against neo-Nazism in the Federal Republic and demonstrating that the same giant corporations that allegedly controlled it were involved in Nazi crimes. In East Berlin a "Dora Working Group" was formed to coordinate support, including a representative of the Stasi and two graduate students of Bartel who joined Kaul's law office.32

Kaul's participation in the trial that had nothing to do with attacking von Braun, but he eventually found a way to embarrass the rocket engineer with marginally more impact in the West than Mader or the movie. Soon after the trial opened in fall 1967, the lawyer filed a motion with the three-judge panel to call as witnesses von Braun, former Armaments Minister Albert Speer (1905–1981) and three key Speer deputies. The primary objective was to demonstrate the role of the "monopolies" in the V-2 program, including the use of slave labor, but that was all too transparent, and the chief judge eventually rejected the motion as having no demonstrated relevance to the guilt of those charged. Kaul also tried to drag the President of the Federal Republic, Heinrich Lübke (1894–1972), into the proceedings, as he had been a leading manager in Speer's Peenemünde construction group, which had used forced labor. The DDR had launched its campaign against Lübke back in 1964 (although Mader had already attacked him in *Geheimnis* in 1963), the last and largest one against a West German politician. The attacks eventually wore down Lübke, who resigned from office a few months early in mid-1969. Kaul had no luck with the President, however, but finally succeeded in getting Speer called as a witness in October 1968, because he might shed light on Bischoff and Sander's role in prisoner executions resulting from sabotage in the factory. Speer's testimony caused a minor press sensation in Germany and led directly to the court's decision in early November to grant Kaul's motions to call Werner von Braun and his former military chief, General Walter Dornberger, as witnesses too.33

Von Braun was very unpleasantly surprised when, in the midst of the preparations for Apollo 8's historic first human trip around the moon, he received an airmail letter dated 6 November 1968 from the chief judge, offering him dates to testify immediately before Christmas or after New Year. If he could not come to Essen, his testimony could be taken through the help of an American court. But that meant von Braun might have to speak publicly about the Mittelwerk issue, which he had so far successfully avoided despite two or three scares in the mid-1960s, including the one about Mader. The NASA General Counsel at the time, Paul Dembling (1929–2011), relates that von Braun was definitely 'troubled' by this letter, 'certainly didn't want to go back to Germany' and was 'afraid they were going to do something to him.' The Marshall Director was particularly worried about the impact on US public opinion regarding the postwar use of ex-Nazis. Concern about the fall-out for NASA's programs was also on his mind. When von Braun answered on 22 November, he declared that he could not come to Germany because of his obligations to the US space program. Moreover, he had nothing to do with running the Mittelwerk or the Mittelbau-Dora camp, only visited the former on several occasions and had little to offer as a witness. If they still thought he was useful, however, the court should contact his center's Chief Counsel.34

Negotiations began. Dembling recalls getting an angry call from someone in Essen about von Braun's absence. In conjunction with the State Department, NASA then proposed that testimony be taken at the West German consulate in New Orleans. That site was chosen, according to Arthur Konopka, the headquarter's lawyer assigned to the case, precisely because it was off the US media's beaten track. Despite their efforts, on 4 January 1969 a wire service report from Essen revealed that the court had called von Braun as a witness, an item that appeared in newspapers across the United States. Two days later, NASA offered 6 February in New Orleans as a meeting date, later postponed to 7 February because of a conflict in von Braun's schedule. A week beforehand, the State Department conveniently denied Kaul a visa, thus keeping the East German from joining the chief judge and the defense attorneys on the trip, but NASA was still nervous about bad publicity.35 By the time Konopka accompanied von Braun to the consulate, however, he felt that the Marshall Director was no longer worried, but clearly did not like answering questions about prisoner mistreatment, feeling that it was not his responsibility. Von Braun's 7 February testimony, which was not made available to the press, shows a very clear memory of the Mittelwerk and of the key people involved, but not only did he deny any personal involvement, he also denied ever having received a report of prisoner sabotage — although von Braun cleverly pleaded it as an official report of sabotage so as to leave the false impression that he had hardly heard of sabotage at all. Afterward, von Braun gave a short statement on the consulate steps in which he declared he had 'nothing to hide, and I am not implicated.' The West German press featured his assertion of a 'clear conscience.' Most of the American media either ignored the statement or remained in ignorance, as neither NASA nor the State Department had informed them of the testimony. But in answering questions on the steps, von Braun lied: he denied there had been any concentration camp prisoners in Peenemünde — a story that indeed did not come out for decades. Afterward, according to Dembling, he was pleased that the matter had turned out so well — certainly they had controlled the US publicity problem. Ten months later, von Braun wrote Dornberger: 'In regard to the testimony, fortunately I too have heard nothing more.' The retired general and aerospace executive had been questioned after him in Mexico, where he had begun wintering.36

In Germany, one surprising aspect of the press coverage was how much it was a repeat of the von Braun phenomenon and how little attention the Eastern newspapers paid to it — yet another example of the disconnected media discourses in East and West. The SED's official organ, *Neues Deutschland*, ran an article on 1 February 1969, "SS Leader Werner von Braun Will Testify as Witness," but it was a small item on page 5, and there is no evidence of further stories in that newspaper. Despite Kaul's close connections to the party leadership, and his occasional requests to run certain stories in the press to bolster his position, it is apparent that the DDR's ruling elite simply did not see much propaganda value in playing up the Essen trial or von Braun's testimony. When Julius Mader wrote a member of the SED Central...
Committee in late March asking that Die gefrorene Blitze be broadcast on DDR television in July 1969 as part of a massive campaign against the Apollo 11 moon landing, with one of the aims being the "unmasking of the Nazi von Braun, who is celebrated as a Prometheus in the USA and West Germany," he got nowhere. Presumably there were many other issues theSED leadership thought of greater importance.22

This disinterest was likely connected to an important transition in inter-German relations. The DDR dropped the Lübbe campaign in fall 1968 as soon as he announced he would leave office, and the tactic faded away. With the election of Willy Brandt's Social-Democratic-led government in fall 1969 came Ostopolitik (Eastern policy) and an easing of tensions, leading to the four-power Berlin treaty of 1973 and the mutual recognition of the two German states. The bitter Cold War rivalry continued, but in less overt forms. Mader published occasional press attacks on von Braun in the early 1970s, but after the American lunar success and the fading of the US-Soviet Space Race, his fixation must have seemed increasingly pointless to Eastern editors. It is telling that, when Wernher von Braun died prematurely from cancer at age 65 in June 1977, the DDR official news agency issued only a short, one-paragraph announcement, shorn of any propaganda content other than a perfunctory mention of his Nazi career.23

Kaul's success in calling von Braun as a witness thus only had an Impact in the Federal Republic, as a part of the Eisen trial's influence on the memory of the V-2 program, reinforced by a generational change in West German attitudes to the Nazi period. A subtle but noteworthy sign was the relative honesty about the horrors of Mittelbau-Dora that journalist Bernd Ruland inserted into his hagiographic, authorized von Braun biography that appeared shortly after Apollo 11. In fall 1969, Speer published his memoirs with further, if self-justifying, information about Dora: in 1970-71 came the first Western scholarship about the camp. The rocket engineer picked up on the shifting attitudes: in 1973, he told the leader of the West German ex-Peennemünde that their plans for publicly celebrating the thirtieth anniversary of the first successful V-2 launch on 3 October 1942 were all ill-advised. It was a wisdom notably lacking 20 years later, in a unified Germany, when the old rocketeers and their new allies, ex-East German Air Force officers at Peenemünde, blundered into an international controversy over their celebratory plans for the fiftieth.24

By then, attitudes to von Braun and the V-2 had been fundamentally altered, especially in the United States. Thanks to changing public knowledge of the Holocaust, in 1979 Congress authorized the creation of an Office of Special Investigations, a 'Nazi-hunting' unit in the Justice Department. One of its early investigations was the connection between the German-American rocketeers and Mittelbau-Dora, leading to a case against one of von Braun's closest associates. In 1983 Arthur Rudolph (1906-1996), who had been production manager in the underground plant, signed an agreement to leave the United States for Germany to avoid a case against one of von Braun's closest associates. In 1983 Arthur Rudolph (1906-1996), who had been production manager in the underground plant, signed an agreement to leave the United States for Germany, when the old rocketeers and their new allies, ex-East German Air Force officers at Peenemünde, blundered into an international controversy over their celebratory plans for the fiftieth.25

In 1984 the Justice Department issued a press release in October, it set off a worldwide echo, and opened the doors to revelations about von Braun's record as well. Investigative journalists used the relatively new Freedom of Information Act to get copies of classified documents from his Army security file - notably regarding his SS membership and his relationship with Dora, but also the US government's behind-the-scenes battles in the late 1940s over his immigration status. Until then the Western media, especially in the United States, had studiously ignored, or simply remained ignorant of, information that Mader had often published two decades before. In the aftermath, von Braun's posthumous reputation was greatly damaged.26

IV Divided discourses

Why, then, was the East German campaign against Wernher von Braun - if it merits that description - essentially a failure in the West? The key DDR actors in this affair, namely Mader, Vezdi, Thürk, Wolf and Kaul, clearly would like to have destroyed his reputation on both sides of the Cold War divide. Given the glaring omissions for the Nazi years in von Braun's quasi-official biography, not to mention the outright falsifications in Aim at the Stars and other popular representations, one can understand that their outrage was not simply motivated by ideology. But whatever hopes they may have had for their impact in the West were largely frustrated by the depth of the chasm between the public and media discourses on the two sides and by limitations, both national and specific to the case, that hampered their ability to bridge that chasm.

Beyond the bitterness of the German divide, the manifest bankruptcy of a regime that had to build a wall to prevent its own population from running away meant that any propaganda coming from the East in the 1960s was almost automatically dismissed in the West. Only against a few Western politicians, notably Lübbe, did the DDR score some successes when it could produce credible documents and invested much effort into bringing that information to the attention of the world press. In von Braun's case, Mader had the support of the Stasi, but he had no major party/state campaign behind him, plus he had very few documents from the Stasi archives that substantiated von Braun's links to the SS and to Dora's horrors. That was in part because of luck - the Western Allies captured the bulk of the Party and SS central membership files in 1945 - and partly due to a deliberate policy of secrecy on the part of the United States government, which kept damaging information about von Braun's past classified in order to protect one of its key technical assets. The Western media shared that motivation with their governments; in the United States and West Germany particularly, von Braun was a hero, and in the latter also a symbol of the alliance with the United States.

The film-makers of Die gefrorene Blitze faced another East German limitation: fear of a libel lawsuit making it impossible to export the movie to the Federal Republic. Behind the Ministry of Culture's decision lay an unsolvable economic problem for a Soviet-bloc economy, the shortage of convertible Western currency and the resulting scramble to earn more money to carry out necessary trade and activities outside the Warsaw Pact. Exporting DEFA films was one way. The studio's...
requirement for foreign earnings stoked the ambitions of Veiczi, Thirzk and Wolf in their desire to shoot a Second World War epic that Western audiences might watch. Yet fear of hard-currency losses in fighting a lawsuit, as had happened to earlier DEFA films, ultimately won out over the desire to make money. When the studio eventually did sell the film in France, it found it could only do so by getting Di mit gefrorenen Blitze of anti-von Braun content. It would not be surprising if similar legal considerations had earlier hindered the publication of Das Geheimnis von Huntsville in the West.

In the end, only Kaul’s motion to call Wernher von Braun as a witness had any impact at all outside the Soviet bloc, and then only in the Federal Republic, where war crimes trials contributed to a gradual shift in public attitudes toward responsibility for the Third Reich. It is noteworthy that in the West Germany of the 1970s there was more discussion of Mittelbau-Dora than in the United States, although von Braun’s heroic reputation was still eroded only around the edges. But to conclude by emphasizing the failure of Mader, Veiczi, Thirzk, Wolf and Kaul would in many ways leave a false impression: their primary efforts were to bolster ‘antifascist’ public opinion in the East by instilling distrust and fear of the Western powers who had made an ex-Nazi weapons designer into a hero. Their attacks on von Braun were perhaps less an orchestrated campaign of the East German state than a loose collective effort of well-known, even famous East Germans with significant autonomy to pursue the objectives of the SED Party state in their own way, but they succeeded in creating, or at least greatly fortifying, an alternate discourse about the rocket engineer in the Western fact, one that aired many of the scandals of his past 20 years before almost anyone did so in the West.
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